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QUESTION 1

You are implementing Dynamics 365 Commerce for a company. 

Orders must be dispatched from stores and the company\\'s distribution center. To minimize delivery costs, individual
orders must be fulfilled from no more than three locations. 

You need to configure the distributed order management (DOM) functionality. 

Which rule should you configure? 

A. Minimum inventory 

B. Fulfillment Location priority 

C. Maximum orders 

D. Partial orders 

Correct Answer: D 

Partial orders rule – In Retail version 10.0.5, the Fulfill order from one location only parameter was changed to Maximum
fulfilling locations. The old parameter enabled users to configure whether orders can be fulfilled from only one location
or from as many locations as possible. The new parameter enables users to specify whether the fulfillment can be from
a definite set of locations (up to five) or from as many locations as possible. For all options except fulfillment from one
location, DOM will split the line, because the processing of order occurs by line. This rule works only with Production
Solver. 

Incorrect: 

*

 Minimum inventory rule – This rule type lets organizations "ring fence" a specific quantity of a product for purposes
other than order fulfillment. For example, organizations might not want DOM to consider all the inventory that is
available in a store for order fulfillment. Instead, they might want to reserve some inventory for walk-in customers. When
this rule type is used, you can define the minimum inventory to keep for a category of products, an individual product, or
a product variant per location or group of locations. You can also define minimum inventory by using a supplementary
category hierarchy. If a product falls into multiple categories, a supplemental category is given highest importance for all
rules where you can use categories. 

*

 Fulfillment location priority rule – This rule type lets organizations define a hierarchy of locations to establish the priority
that the DOM engine considers when it tries to identify fulfillment locations for specific products. The valid range of
priorities is 1 through 10, where 1 is the highest priority and 10 is the lowest priority. Locations that have higher priority
are considered before locations that have lower priority. If the rule is defined as a hard constraint rule, orders are
brokered only to locations that priorities are defined for. DOM gives preference to shipping orders completely from one
location. Therefore, if a whole order and its lines aren\\'t available from a location that has a priority of 1, DOM will try to
fulfill it from a location that has a priority of 2. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/dom 

 

QUESTION 2
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A company uses Dynamics 365 Commerce and implements Distributed Order Management (DOM). 

The company needs to run an order fulfillment profile for all the sales orders and review results in the fulfillment plan. 

You need to test the fulfillment profile. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Set the Process orders with empty sales origin option to No. 

B. Set the Auto apply result option to No. 

C. Set the Process orders with empty sales origin option to Yes. 

D. Set the Auto apply result option to Yes. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/dom 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer order is placed on hold by the system for potentially fraudulent activity. You need to determine which aspect
of the order caused it to be placed on hold. What should you do? 

A. View the order holds report and filter on the fraud hold code and order number. 

B. View the fraud notes set on the order hold for the order. 

C. View the hold reason code set on the order hold for the order. 

D. View the fraud details specified on the order hold for the order. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/set-up-fraud-alerts 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

A company uses Dynamics 365 Commerce. 

The company revises the receipt numbering format and POS operational policy rules. 

You need to implement the new policy rules in the company\\'s retail stores. 

Which components should you reconfigure? To answer, drag the appropriate components to the correct requirements.
Each component may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes
or 
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scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/reset_receipt_number_sequence 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/retail-functionality-profile 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

A company uses the distributed order management (DOM) functionality to route orders for shipping from its stores. 

The company introduces a new shipping option for same-day delivery. The same-day delivery option must be available
only from the distribution center so that the company can closely control picking times. 

You need to configure DOM. 

What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/dom 
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